Services

IT-Services
The IT-Services group designs, builds and maintains the computer based infrastructure of the institute. Most importantly the group provides the technological platform for high performance scientific computing – the support and resources required for the development of numerical models, the execution of simulation experiments, the utilization of computer networks and the management of large and complex scientific data-sets for scientists employed by the institute and cooperation partners.

Read More...

Climate & Weather Potsdam
Measurements series of Long-Term Meteorological Station Potsdam Telegrahpenberg. The station's measurements series are representative for the surrounding region for various spatial and temporal scales.

Read More...

ClimateImpactsOnline
Read More...

Info Desk
On this infothek you will find all sorts of information material on some global and climate change topics at different levels and history of Telegraphenberg.

Read More...

Local Library
Library Wissenschaftspark Albert Einstein

Read More...